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Users only need to tap to yurn on and off the 
lights, The sensitivity is high, and they can be set 
to automatically turn off the lights for 5-60 
minutes. Don’t worry about the extra electricity 
costs that will be on all night.



In white light mode, users can choose the appropriate 
brightness level according to their personal preferences 
through the brightness adjustment function of 00 to 20.
 
In the color light mode, this alarm clock wakes up light and 
provides 7 color lights for users to choose from. 

Users can choose different color lights according to their 
preferences and moods. At the same time, the alarm wake-
up light also supports automatic or manual gradient 
function, making the change of the light more natural and 
smooth.



This light allows you to wake up with sunrise and fall asleep 
with sunset. You can turn on the light 10-60 minutes before 
the alarm clock rings. The light intensity of the light 
gradually increases to the set level. The light color changes 
from late morning red, and the bright daylight helps you 
wake up naturally from sleep. 

Simulate the sunset gradually sinking when you fall asleep, 
giving you a feeling of drowsiness.



 

This smart wake-up light supports FM radio function, and 
can store up to 40 radio stations, which is convenient for 
you to listen to at any time. You can choose to wake you 
up gently with upir favorite radio program.

At the same time, the smart wake-up light also supports 
white noise music function, which can simulate 9 natural 
sounds to help you fall asleep faster.



This light supports up to four alarm clocks at the 
same time. Press the snooze function to snooze. You 
can set an extra 1-20 minutes of sleep time in the 
app. It is repeated every 9 minutes, up to 5 times. You 
never have to worry about oversleeping.



This smart wake-up light not only has various hardware 
functions, but also supports the adjustment of all 
functions of the graffiti APP. 

It also supports voice assistants such as Amazon Alex, 
Google Assistant and Tmall Wizard to control. Through 
the graffiti APP, you can adjust various functions of the 
alarm clock, such as time, brightness, color, etc., to meet 
personalized needs.

In addition, the light also supports popular voice 
assistants such as Amazon Alex, Google Assistant and 
Tmall Wizard. You can adjust the light color brightness 
and play the radio through voice control to achieve more 
convenient and faster operation.


